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We give an upper bound on the chromatic number of a graph in terms of its maximum degree 
and the size of the largest complete subgraph. Our result extends a theorem due to i3rook.s. 
Let G be a finite graph with no loops or multiple edges. Let x(G) denote tile 
chromatic number of G and A(G) denote the maximum degree of the vertices of 
G. For a subset X of the set V(G) of vertices of G, let G[X] denote the subgraph 
of G induc& by X. If every pair of vertices of X is adjacent tl :n G[X] is called a 
complete s&graph of G. 
It is well-known that we always have 
x(G)dA(G)+ 1. (1) 
If G contains a complete subgraph on d (G) + 1 wrtices then, obviously, the 
equality in (1) must hold. The following basic theorem is du 2 to Brooks [l]. 
Thoorcm 1.1. Let G be a graph with d (G) 2 3. If G does nclt contain a complete 
subgrapk on A ((3) + 1 vertices, then 
X(G)-uG)- (2) 
Our main result in this paper is the following: 
Theorem 1.2. Let G be any grapk If G does not contain ca complete sr:bg~*nph OHr 
vertices where 4 s I GA(G)+ 1, then 
x(G)cA(G)+l _ [tip]. 
*This research is part of the author’s Ph.]). Thesis done at the Ohio State Univer?;lty under Professor 
Neil Robertson. 
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2. Remarks 
Let 8(G) denote the maximum number of vertices in a complete subgraph of G. 
8 (G) is &led the clique n-Jm&r of G. 
If x(G) = A (G), i.e., if the equaiity in Theorwn 1. J . holds, then by (4X Theorem 
1.3, we easily deduce 
LI (G) 3 8(G) 3 [‘(A (G) + I)]. (5) 
We do not know 8 the Ibw& b&M for 8(G) in (5) can be attained in general. 
If O<h;l) s 3, thert as a special case of Theirem 1.2, taking r = 4, we obtain 
~(G+,d(G)+l--[f(A(G)+_I)]. (6) 
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lIia particular, if 8(G)s 2, i.e., if G contains no triang& then obviously (6) still 
ho!&. However, in this case it would be natural to expect that the bound (6) can be 
. Mm pedy, the bound (3) or (4) may itself be improvable. In fact, we 
lir;rroar of IUD GxBu”LIplfe of agraph G for which x(G) < 4 (G) and the equality in (3), 
Tbsortrsr tZ, for &tgnCe, holds. 
ft kam recmt& CQUW to our attention that O.V. Borodin and A.V. Kostocbka 
have indepebdently obtained Theorem 1.2. A ‘%eit result appears in a preprint titled 
‘ULog EM ttp~cr hand of the graph’s chromatic number depending on graph’s degree 
aad density”. 
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